
Visual brand designer and community manager.
Consolidating the corporate identity of the company by 
designing the Manual Brand of Lorena Pestana for the online 
and offline presence. 
Development of innovative approaches and creative ideas 
online and offline. 
Community manager of all the social media channels such as 
Instagram, Facebook and Pinterest.  
Creation and management of the internet advertising. 

Head of the costume department Peruvian Tv-show “Torbellino, 
20 años después”. 
Creation of the looks and outfits for each character of the 
show starting from a description.  
Planning and setting the daily looks after the film plan  
Leading the costume’s team of 3 film units. 

Fashion Stylist  |  COMMUNICATION DESIGNER

Fashion Stylist, art director, fashion 
producer and creative problem solver with 
almost 4 years of expierence in Peru and  
ALSO holding A Communication designer 
degree FROM germany.
FLUENT IN SPANISH, GERMAN AND ENGLISH, 
bringing good communication skills to 
work with/in  international teams.
Expert in trends  and always up to date.
Expierence in living abroad for more than 9 
years.  Interested in different cultures.

contact

PITCH

languages

skills

Lima, Perú (available worldwide)
06.09.1987
Web: www.lisselisantos.com

E-mail: lisseli.santos@gmail.com
Tel: +51 999 565924

SPANISH
100%

GERMAN
90%

ITALIAN
20%

ENGLISH
80%

PHOTOSHOP

ILLUSTRATOR

INDESIGN

FASHION PROD.

TEAM LEADING

WORD

POWER POINT

EXCEL

EDUCATION

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

02. 2014 - 2019 COMM. & GRAPHIC DESIGNER FREELANCER

Design of graphic pieces such as logos, business cards, 
products, merchandising, etc. 
Developement and design of Manual brands for the fashion, 
jewelry and hospitality industry. 
Design support and consulting for different costumers.

VISUAL BRAND DESIGNER - LORENA PESTANA01.2017 - 01.2018

FASHION STYLING & ART DIRECTION FREELANCER06. 2016 - NOW

Concept creation, styling and developement, starting from a  
client’s briefing for brands campaigns, lookbooks, 
TV shows, TV spots and video clips. 
Creating the concept and styling for fashion editorials for 
magazines.
Creative direction, styling and choreography for Runways.
Fashion productions of photoshootings – recruiting the perfect 
team.  
More info -> www.lisselisantos.com

The Style Institute Lima, Perú
Styling & Fashion Production  

Fachhochschule des Mittelstands Bielefeld, Germany
Bachelor of Arts in Communication Design 

Westfälische Wilhelm Univertisät Münster, Germany
Sciense of communication 

HEAD OF COSTUME DEP. - IGUANA PRODUCCIONES01.2018 - 05.2018

ART DIRECTION



Fashion Stylist  |  COMMUNICATION DESIGNER

WHAT I LOVE

MORE EXPERIENCE

Creativity is inventing, 
experimenting, 
growing, 
taking risks, 
breaking rules, 
making mistakes & having fun 
- Mary Lou Cook -

 

MARKETING ASSISTANT - BRUMODA S.A.C2015 - 2016

Creation of the advertising campaigns in coordination with the 
commercial area. 
Designing of advertising items for print and social media.

10.2014 - 11.2014 GRAPHIC DESIGNER - DIPROM ASOCIADOS 

Designing of corporate signs for hotels, hospitals and corpo-
rate buildings.

- Fashion documentaries
- Coolhunting
- travelling
- decorating
- all type of animals
- Environmental consciousness

03.2013 - 08.2013 MARKETING WORKING STUDENT - HUT.DE

Planification of the online shop presence in the Spanish market. 
Translations of the website from German to Spanish.
Social Media management.

10.2012 - 02.2013 COMMUNICATION DESIGNER INTERN - STUDIO DATO

Designing of the corporate design of the Architect Start-UP 
Studio. 
Management of social media and update the website.




